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Take us home
16 oz. Logo Pint Glass $3.99
20 oz. Logo Imperial Pint Glass $5.99
16 oz. Silicone Pint Glass $9.99
64 oz. Growler $18 + $5 deposit
32 oz. Growler $10 + $3 deposit

The more you drink, the smarter
you get. Start your BCBB PhD
today and get your card stamped.

Our Beers
Pint glass $5.58 • 10 oz glass $3.72 • Pitchers $19
Sample flight of three or more beers @ $1.86 per sample • The “Tower of Beer Power” $39*

In order from Lightest to Fullest
Bryant Bridge Gateway Golden Ale

*Must oﬀer collateral deposit

This straw-colored Golden beer is capped with a pillowy white head and is light on the tongue. Soft stone fruits flows into
the flavor with more peach and citrus. Low hop levels give this beer a light and delicate finish. We recommend this brew to
those just venturing into craft beer or anyone looking for a refreshing thirst quencher. Durham’s Bryant Bridge crosses over
Rt. 147 and is the bridge lighted with blue LED lights at night. It is the gateway to the Bull City and this is our gateway to
drinking craft beer. This ale is available year round. Approx. 4.5% ABV Hops: Goldings, Willamette

Parrish Street Pale Ale
This Pale Ale-style beer has an alluring autumn hue. Aromas of caramel, orange zest and light floral hops greet the nose.
There is a pleasant sweet malt character up front followed quickly by apricot. The finish is crisp and hoppy, providing a nice
counterpoint to the malt. Sporting a fuller body, it is richer and hoppier than our Golden Ale. Despite the name “pale,” this
style of beer is darker in color than our Golden Ale. Parrish Street was known as “Black Wall Street” with many black owned
local businesses located on Parrish. Approx. 5.0% ABV Hops: Northern Brewer, Goldings and Fuggles

Littlen Horny (A Small Beer)
This is the first beer in a three part series. First, we make our Barley Wine (a high alcohol beer, no grapes involved) of which half will be
served in January 2017 and served as “Youngen Horny.” The other half will be aged in a French Cognac barrel and served in January
2018 as “Olden Horny.” And in the traditional parti-gyle manner, we brewed a “small beer” i.e. low alcohol, easy to drink beer, from the
grain left over from our barley wine. This beer we drink now while our barley wines age. Littlen is pale in color, light-bodied,
moderately hopped, 4% ABV and a delicious session ale. The names all come from the reference to a bull’s horns of course.
Hops: Nugget, Centennial

“Goat” Bullock Bock
A true German style Bock beer. This Lager was aged for over six weeks and was brewed with Munich malt and traditional German
hops. The Bock style is light amber/brown in color with a medium-full body, rich and malty. The word Bock means Goat in German.
The famous 1965/66 Hillside High School basketball team featured John “Goat” Bullock and a standout on the famous “Pony Express”
team. With potential to become one of the greatest of NBA players, Goat scored 42 points in the championship game, then left for NY
and was never seen again. Hops: Northern Brewer, Hallertauer

Homebrew Winner 2016
Congratulations to Mike Thompson along with help from his wife Virginia for creating the winning recipe in our Homebrew
Competition 2016. Mike’s Great Pyr Beer White IPA recipe won our annual event. Brewed with Pilsen malt, two diﬀerent types of
wheat, a Belgian yeast strain, coriander, fresh orange peel and plenty of aromatic hops, this beer is a joyful collision of the IPA and
Belgian wheat ale styles. The Great Pyr is straw colored, unfiltered and hazy, with spicy and citrusy aromas. The hops start oﬀ as citrus
and pine in the aroma, then come through in the flavor as juicy tangerine and grapefruit, and finally leave a long and pleasant bitterness
on the finish. Thanks to all of the participants who submitted entries to our Homebrew Competition, all entry fees are donated to the
Movamber Foundation. Start crafting your next Competition submission now, and we will see you in September! Approx. 6.0% ABV
Hops: Nugget, Citra, Centennial, Cascade

Hen Peck Rowbust Porter
A robust porter is a bold, powerful and brooding dark ale. Taking the lighter English-style porter and turning it up to 11, we
present the BCBB version of the American Robust Porter category. Expressive chocolate, black coﬀee and bittersweet roast
notes abound, this beer comes in at around 6.5% ABV with plenty of body and a full palate of rich flavor. The finish is lightly
syrupy with bitter notes of charcoal, ash and prune. A beer with aging potential that will continue to evolve daily while on tap.
Hen Peck Row was one of Durham’s original street names and was later renamed Dillard Street in the Cleveland-Holloway
neighborhood. Approx. 6.5 % ABV Hops: Fuggles and Centennial

Whiskey Barrel Aged Durhamer Ale
From the ground up, the Durhamer was created as a new style of beer and is Durham’s signature flavor. We aim to use NC grown hops,
Durham water and the color is reminiscent of Burley air-cured chestnut colored tobacco. We took a small portion of this batch of
Durhamer and aged it in whiskey barrels to give this new style of beer another added layer of complexity. The beer started with a biscuity
flavor, and the time spent in barrels added notes of vanilla, caramel and toasted wood. The hops have mellowed to the point of almost
non-existence, allowing the whiskey and malt characteristics of the beer to blend with each other and dominate the flavor. Styles have
been created around the world by using local ingredients and then defined by tradition. This is a limited release, enjoy it while you can.
Sorry, no towers, growlers or pitchers on this one. Approx. 5.8% ABV Hops: Nugget, Mt. Hood, Willamette

Snow Hill Winter Warmer Ale 2016
Our Winter Warmer is based on the American style of Barley Wine, focusing on much higher IBUs (bitterness level) vs. the British
counter part. Showing more hops and even more carbonation that a typical British version, we also incorporated a secret spice blend
which changes every year - lemon peel, ginger and vanilla this year. Hoppy and soul warming, the rich malt and full-bodied goodness
jump from the glass finishing with aromatic Simcoe hop character along with some citrus fruit and spice. We loaded up the hops for the
hop heads and leave our spice flavors as a backdrop canvas. Approx. 8% ABV. In 1749, a 400 acre grant to James Rae became known as
the Snow Hill complex. Today this is part of northern Durham County and the Little River Community. Served in a tulip glass.
Growlers available +$3 each, on this big beer. Sorry, no towers of beer power on this one. Hops: Nugget, Simcoe
We offer 12 oz. Gluten Reduced Glütiny Pale Ale from New Belgium
Brewing and Blake’s Hard Cider Co. Flannel Mouth Cider from Michigan

www.bullcityburgerandbrewery.com • (919) 680-2333 •

